APPENDIX L

MULTI-SERVICE PUBLICATIONS
FOR
DOD PERSONAL PROPERTY SHIPMENT AND STORAGE PROGRAM

1. REGULATIONS COMMON TO, OR IN USE BY, ALL DOD COMPONENTS

AR 55-38 /NAVSUPINST 4610.33/AFR 75-18 /MCO P4510.19A/DSAR 4500.15, "Reporting of Transportation Discrepancies in Shipments"

AR 55-60/NAVSO P-2471/AFM 177-135, "Official Table of Distances, CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, Canal Zone, Central America, Mexico, and Puerto Rico"

AR 55-61/NAVSO P-2472/AFM 177-136, "Official Table of Distances-Foreign Travel"

AR 55-355/AFR 75-2/NAVSUPINST 4600.70/MCO P4600.14A/DSAR 4500.3, DTMR

AR 735-11-2/AFR 400.54/Navy SUP PUB 378/DSAR 4145.6, "Reporting of Item and Packaging and Discrepancies."

AFR 76-11, "US Government Rate Tariff"

ATF 5300.5, Firearm Regulations (Department of the Treasury, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms)

DoD 4000.25-D, "Part I and II, DOD Activity Address Directory (DoDAAD)"

DoD 4500.32-R, "Military Standard Transportation and Movement Procedures (MILSTAMP)"

DoD 4500.34-R, "Personal Property Traffic Management Regulation (PPTMR)," also MTMC Letters, Messages

DoD 5030.49-R, "Customs Inspection"

DoD Pamphlet - 13, DA 55-2/NAVSUP 380/AFP 75-45/NAVMC 2668/CG 426

Joint Federal Travel Regulations, Volume I

Joint Travel Regulations, Volume II

MIL-STD-212, "Preparation of HHG and Unaccompanied Baggage for Shipment, Storage, Intracity and Intra-Area Movements"

MIL-STD-129, "Marking for Shipment and Storage"

Personal Property Consignment Instruction Guide Worldwide

Revised Interstate Commerce Act

Title 49, Code of Federal Regulation, Transportation
2. **SPECIFICATIONS**

PPP-B-580, Box, Wood, HHG

PPP-B-601, Box, Cleated, Plywood

PPP-B-636, Box, Fiberboard

PPP-B-640, Box, Fiberboard, Corrugated, Triple Wall

MIL-C-52950, Crate, Wood, Open and Covered

PPP-B-1364, Box, Corrugated, Fiberboard, High Strength, Weather-Resistant Double-Wall

3. **COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS IN USE GENERALLY**

"Air Tariffs"

"Official Motor Carrier Directory"

"Bullinger's Postal and Shipper's Guide"

"Directory of Post Offices, POD 26"

"HHG Carriers’ and/or Movers’ and Warehousemen's Association Participating Carrier Tariffs"

"Household Goods Carrier Bureau, Mileage Guide"

"Road Atlas"

"Stanley G. Alexander’s Appliance Servicing Manual"

"Woodall's Mobile Home Park Directory"

4. **REGULATIONS REQUIRED BY THE ARMY**

AR 27-20, “Claims”

AR 37-35, “Fiscal Accounting for PCS Moves Chargeable to Appropriation, Military Personnel, Army”

AR 55-28, “Port Call Procedures”

AR 55-47, “Use of U.S.-Owned Foreign Currencies in the Procurement of Transportation and Related Costs”

AR 55-71, “Transportation of Personal Property and Related Services”

AR 55-14, “Transportation Transactions, Army Management Fund”

AR 310-10, “Orders”

DA Circulars, 55 Series

DA Pamphlet 55-2, “It’s Your Move’
5. REGULATIONS REQUIRED BY THE NAVY

JAG Instructions P5800.7 (Series), Manual of the JAG, Department of the Navy

NAVSUP Manual, Appendix A to Volume V

NAVSUP PUB 490, "Transportation of Personal Property"

NAVCOMPT Manual, Volumes 2 and 7

BUERS Instruction 4650.14 (Series), "Transportation from the United States of Overseas Destinations for Navy Military Personnel, Navy Civilian Employees, U.S. Coast Guard Military Personnel, U.S. Coast Guard Civilian Employees, Other Navy-Sponsored Personnel, and Qualified Dependents of the Above Principal Members"

Naval Speedletters

6. REGULATIONS REQUIRED BY THE MARINE CORPS

MCBUL 4610, "Cargo and Personal Property Transportation Accounting Data for Fiscal Year 19 " (When requesting this bulletin, cite the complete title, including the fiscal year.)

MCO 1300.8L, "Overseas Tours of Duty and Overseas Movement of Dependents"

MCO P4600.7C, "Marine Corps Transportation Manual"

NAVMC 2668, "It's Your Move"

MCO 4050.41A, "Do-It-Yourself Method of Moving Personal Property"

7. REGULATIONS REQUIRED BY THE AIR FORCE

AFM 75-305, "Personal Property Movement and Storage System."

AFM 75-13, "AF Activity Address Codes (Name/Organization or Code)"

AFM 112-1, "Air Force Claims Manual"

AFP 75-45, "It’s Your Move"

AFR 75-12, "Border Clearance, Customs, and other Entry Requirements and Related Areas"

AFR 75-17, "Operational Policies and Procedures--Nontemporary Storage Household Goods Accounts"

AFR 75-25, "Movements and Storage of Personal Property"

AFR 75-46, "Quality Control of Personal Property."

MAC Manual 76-1